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1. PREFACE 
In studying semigroups generated by differential operators coerciveness 
inequalities play an important role [4, 5, 61. A differential operator G of 
order r is coercive if for all zc in its domain 
where 11 . /I is theL, norm and I/ . Ijr. is the Sobolev norm of order Y. It is known 
that, essentially, only elliptic operators are coercive; however, many differen- 
tial operators occurring in physics are not elliptic. 
In this paper we derive inequalities of the type (1.1) for a class of partial 
differential operators of rth order which are not elliptic but include such 
operators. The inequalities hold on certain natural subspaces of the domain 
of definition. Our main tool is the use of Ggrding’s inequality for pseudo- 
differential operators, as developed for example in Friedrichs [l]. Briefly, we 
study operators of the form 
G = (-i)’ C A,(x) D*, D” = rJ a:. , izj matrices 
[jl=r z 
where multi-index notation is used. G has symbol 
and the principal assumptions are that 
(i) rank{g(x, 5)) is constant, E f 0, x E R,n , 
(ii) the nullspace of g(x, 5‘) is independent of X. 
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A trivial example would be the class constructed as follows: 
Let 
G = 1 $(A”) II”. 
ljl=f- 
be any elliptic system with $(x) as k x k matrices. Build the R + 1 x k + I 
matrices 44 =
and form 
G = c A,(x) Da. (1.2) 
ljl=r 
Then G satisfies (i) and (ii). This example is trivial because the nullspace 
of the symbol happens to be independent of 5 also, but it illustrates the 
existence of operators, G, that can have very general dependence on x in 
the coefficients. 
An important special case containing many of the equations of mathematical 
physics was first identified and studied by Schulenberger and Wilcox [6]. 
They treat first order operators of the form 
where the Ai are constant and E(X) is uniformly positive definite. G is shown 
to be coercive on all u in the domain of G such that Eu is in the orthogonal 
complement of the nullspace of G. Schulenberger and Wilcox [6] and LaVita, 
Schulenberger and Wilcox [3] then use this result to study scattering theory 
involving the operator G. Our results about (1.2) are contained in Theo- 
rem 4.2. There we derive the coerciveness inequality by working directly 
on the orthogonal complement of the nullspace of G. We also indicate how 
the method of elliptic augmentation used in [6] fits into this theory. 
2. NOTATION 
B pseudodz$$rential operator G with symbol g(x, 6) is formally defined by 
the relation 
(Gu)(x) = s eixscg(x, f) ii(() d.$, 
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The functions U(X) are vector-valued with formal inverse Fourier transforms 
G(f) = j- e+%(x) dx. 
The Fourier transform of a function w(t) is 
d(x) = 1 e~~%J(~) df. 
The symbol g(x, E) is a matrix with as many columns as components of u. 
The r-norm of the operator G and the symbol is 
and [ g’ 1 is the induced matrix norm. For symbols which are independent 
of x we put 
ax, s> = (27T S(x) lm 
and 
II i IL = “;P I dOl<EY* 
We say that G (or g) is of order r if II g /I.+ < co. The class of operators of 
order r is written O(r). More generally, we introduce the class O,(r) of 
operators with symbols g such that 
(1 + I x I)‘“’ &x, ~)(E>-~ E O(O). 
Finally we employ the notation &r for the Sobolev space of order r. 
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3. PSEUDODIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 
Here we record without proof some basic facts used in the next sections. 
Further comment and elaboration may be found in [l-3]. 
We have the fact that the pseudodifferential operators of order zero, O(O), 
and their symbols form an algebra. That is, if Gr and G2 E O(O), then 
Gr + Ga , G,G, and Gi* E O(0). Further, 
For the symbols gr(x, t), ga(x, 4) we have that g, + g, , g,g, E O(O), and 
I/ gig, /I < jj g, jj 11 ga /I. The operator with symbol gr(x, t) g,(x, f) is written 
G, 0 Ga . If gb(.z”, [) is the adjoint (complex conjugate transpose) of 
g(x, E) E O(O), then g” E O(0). If Ga is the operator whose symbol is ga, then 
in general, 
G” # G”. 
More generally, if G E O(r) then Ga E O(r), and if Gr E O(Y~), Ga E O(YJ 
then Gr o G, E O(r, + rs). Similar statements for the operator product and 
the operator adjoint are that G* E O(T) if GE O,.(r), and G,G, E O(rl + rl) 
if G1 E O(r,), G, E Orl(r,). This is shown for example by Kumano-Go in [3]. 
Next define the compound symbol 
and use 
in the definition of the norm of a symbol. A symbol g E O(Y), r > 0, has 
grade s > r if 
&o E OAT - 4 O<aGs, O<T<‘s. 
With those notions at our disposal we can state the known results. 
If rr is a positive integer, r2 any real number, 
6 E O(c), G2 E O,,(r,) and gl,$ci E 00-1 - I 01 IL I a 1 < ~1 (3.1) 
then 
GlG2 - Gl o G, E O(r, + r2 - 1) 
and, in particular, with G E O(0) and grade 1 
G*G - Ga 0 GE 0(-l). (3.2) 
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Relations like (3.1) and (3.2) presuppose that the symbols have derivatives 
with respect to 5 for all 5. Some of our symbols will be homogeneous of 
degree zero in E. The derivative of such a symbol would be in 0(-l) were 
it not for the singularity at 6 = 0. Nevertheless, such symbols can be included 
in the theory by a device used in [2]. Let p(~, f) E O(0) be homogeneous 
of degree zero in E and differentiable for 6 f 0. Let ~(6) E Cm be such that 
q(e) = 1, / 6 / > 1, q(t) = 0, j 5 / < 4. Then a,~(() p(~, 6) is homogeneous 
of degree - 1 for ] f 1 > 1, and therefore a,~(,$) p(x, 0 E 0(-l). Since 
(1 - 7)~ vanishes for 1 f j > 1, it is in O(Y) for all r. Thus, the error made 
in replacing p by qp is of no consequence. Essentially, by redefining the 
notion of grade to be a condition on (qg),, , symbols with a singularity-at 
[ = 0 are included in the theory. 
4. COERCIVENESS INEQUALITIES 
We consider differential operators homogeneous of degree r, 
G = (-i)’ c -4,(x) Di, 
Ijl=r 
with symbol 
&I f) = & 44 P* 
3 
We will obtain two theorems, the second being an extension of the first and 
obtained from it by a limiting process. The second theorem covers all the 
cases of customary interest to scattering theory. Immediately following is 
a list of all the assumptions about the coefficients of G and about the auxiliary 
matrix E(X) needed to establish the first main theorem. Later several of the 
conditions about the behavior of those functions at infinity (in X) will be 
relaxed. However, (c) and (d) will remain always. 
The assumptions about G are as follows. 
(a) The matrices Ai are continuous. 
(b) There exist constant matrices A,(a) such that 
,$-ii A,(x) = Aj( a) uniformly in x/j x 1. i 
(c) A&) - A,(co) E O,(O). 
It follows that G E O(r) has grade Y + 1. 
(d) Rank(g(x, 5)) = constant, % # 0, II” E R, u co. 
(e) Let N(g(x, 6)) be the nullspace of the matrix g(x, 6). We assume 
that N(g(x, [)) is independent of X. 
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The remaining three conditions concern the auxiliary matrix E(x). 
(f) E(x) is continuous. 
(g) E(x) is of grade Y. 
(h) E(x) is selfadjoint and uniformly positive definite. That is, there 
exist positive constants cr , cg such that 
Associated with E(x) is the operator E with (Eu)(x) = E(x) U(X). From 
line (g) it follows that E maps Zr onto yi”, . 
We turn next to the consequences of(d) and (e). There exists an orthogonal 
projection p(e) (p ossibly zero) such that 
P(E) kT% 0 &, t) = gyx, 5) g(x, 6) p(t) = 0 
andifq=l-p,then 
WE7 = gag. 
(4.1) 
(4.21 
The matrix p(t) is the orthogonal projection on N(g(x, Q), q(t) is the 
orthogonal projection on iVl(g(x, 0). This follows from N(g@g) = N(g) 
and condition (e). 
LEMMA 4.1. There exists a constant k, > 0 such that 
I g(x, 8) dOv I2 b k, I 5 12’ In(t>v I’> (4.3) 
for all v, [ f 0, x E R, u CD. 
Proof. Fix x, 5, j f 1 = 1, and set w = q(& with w # 0, i.e., v $ N(q). 
Further take / ~w I = 1. Then we have 
/ g(x, 4)zo 12 > 0. 
Since the set I zu j = 1 is compact and the function j g(x, E)w I2 is continuous 
in ‘w, there exists a k(x, [) independent of ZL’ such that 
I g(x> E)zo I2 > k(x, f) > 0. 
assigning the value C Aj( cc) & to the symbol g( co, 5) at Y = co we observe 
that, by (b), g(x, 8) is continuous on the set (R, U a) X(i [ I = 1). But 
that set is compact so we deduce that I g(x, E)zu I2 is continuous on a compact 
set and satisfies there 
I &, 5)~ I2 3 k(x, [) > 0. 
505/18/2-Z 
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Then again employing the compactness> there exists a constant kx independent 
ofx,~,withj51=lIi~a==;swchthat 
I dxt aw I2 > 4, > 0. 
Then the homogeneity of g(x, f) in .$ and of gw in w gives us 
I f l-2T I w l--l I&-% tF)w I2 > bl 
for all 5 # 0 and all w. Thus 
No& elf. ~;WZPM 4.1. If it should happen that the matrix function g(q e) 
is ~er~~t~~ with respect to whatever inner product is used, which need not 
in general be 2r * u = C q&+ , then we can take 
where X(x, c) is the smallest in absolute value nonzero eigenvalue. In fact 
with k as above we can with a more cumbersome ~gument drop the ass~p- 
tion that k&(x) -+ A,(W) and instead assume only that min,,lplB1 j A@, @I2 > 0, 
x E R, . This can be seen for example by diagonal&zing (x, f) and directly 
computing or employing an argument based on the mini-max principle. 
Proof. Fix x, The nonzero eigenvalues of gag(x, $11 f ]-a~ are positive, 
bounded and bounded away from zero uniformly in 5 for f # 0. Since ~(0 
is the spectral projection associated with the eigenvalue zero p(l) is differen- 
tiable in f except at t = 0, and is obviously homogeneous of degree zero. 
Since it is independent of x it has grade 1 and order zero. 
Now, let P and Q be the operators with symbols p(f) and 1 - p(f) = q(e) 
respectively. We give the following useful 
DEFIXITION. N(g), called the nullspace of the symbol g, is given by 
N(g) = (8 [ ZE  ST such that g(q 6) z%$$) = 0 a-e.). 
Clearly Qu = u Vs E W(g). It fallows from the definitions that P, Q are 
self-adjoint projections on HT. 
PY~~~~~~Y~ SO&, Consider the expression 
ii a ii” - k II i-~ II”, c? 
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for u such that Eu E Nl(G). As noted Eu = QEu or u = E-lQEu. This 
leads us to consider the expression 
11 GE-lQEu II2 - k I/ E-IQEu 11; 
for all u. If we can derive an inequality of this form on all u then it will be 
of the form (*) on the u that we are interested in. Keeping this in mind we 
state 
THEOREM 4.1. Conditions (a)-(h) impZy the existence of a constant R > 0 
such that 
II u II: G I+Y (IIGu II’ + II u II;-,, 
for all u E SF such that Eu E NL(g). 
Proof. Consider the expression 
jj GE-IQEu II2 - h I/ E-lQEu /I;, (4.4) 
for u E ST. Setting u = <D>-‘vr , where (D) is the operator with symbol 
([), v E 2s and using the definition of /I I/,). , the above expression becomes 
/I GE-lQE{D>-’ v \I2 - k, l\(D)’ E-lQE<D)+ v II2 (4.5) 
for 2, E y% . 
Now it follows from the general theory that 
[E-lQE, <D)-‘1 = E-lQE(D)-’ - (D)-’ E-1QE E O(--Y - 1) 
implying 
(D)’ E-lQE(D)-T - E-IQE E O(- 1). 
Here we have used assumption (g). Replace the term ll(D>’ E-lQE(D)-r v /I2 
by /[ E-1QEv II2 and estimate the difference as follows: 
Set 
Then 
A = (D)’ E-lQE(D)-r, 
B = E-IQE. 
II Av II2 = Il(A - B + +J II2 = II BJ II2 + ll(A - B>v II2 
+ 2 Re((A - B)v, Bv). 
But A - B E 0(-l) and B E O(0) so we can estimate the final two terms 
on the right by 
ll(A - B) 0 II2 < cm-d. II v IIf, 
((A - B) vu, Bv) < com. II v IL1 II 0 Ilo .
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Then, treating the first term of (4.5) similarly, we arrive at 
1) GE-1QE(D)--’ v ]I2 - kl jj(D>’ E-‘QEv Ijx 
3 II G<DY’E-lQ~v II2 - k, II E-lQEv II2 - C, II v I!“1 - C, II ~1 II-~// v II,. (4.6) 
Likewise using (3.1) repeatedly and a similar analysis we can estimate the 
right side of (4.6) by 
JJG~<i3)-‘~E-1~Q~Ev/j2-k~//E-1~Q~Ev//e 
- c, II v II!, - c4 II 53 II-, 11 v Ilo * 
Here we have made use of assumptions (a)-(i) in the form that guarantees 
the applicab~ty of (3.1), that G has grade r + 1. 
Now call 
and 
F = G~(D)-‘oE-~~QoE, 
H=E-lo&oE 
Rewrite.aIl terms of the form Jj TV II2 as (T*Y’v, D). By using (3.2) and the 
grade assumptions about G and E, we obtain 
I/ GE-lQE{D)-” v /I2 - kl i/<-l>>’ E-lQE(D)-’ v /I2 
b Re([F@ OF - k,@‘ 0 f-f] v, v) - C, II v II”, - C5 II 9 lIeI II v Ilo. (4.7) 
The last step is to add and subtract the expression 
k, Re(.lP D Q 0 HO (D)-2r v, v) 
to the right-hand side of (4.7). Since it can be estimated by 
I k, Re(ff@ 0,O 0 H 0 <D>-2T v,~11 < C II YJ Il.+ II u IlO 
G c II v II--l II v /lo ? 
we arrive finally at 
II II2 - k, II II2 > R+% 4 - Cc II v 111, - C, II v IL II v Ilo 
after adding in the additional new error. L is the operator with symbol 
@, El = g,agag,Af>-2r + kzg,%is2VzT - ka”g- 
LEMMA 4.3. There exists a positive constant k such that 1(x, 8) > 0. 
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Proof. By Lemma 4.1, 
Iv . v = (()-2’ 1 g . q . h - v j2 + kl(,$+’ 1 q . h . v I2 - k j h . v I2 
> k&y- (1 + j f I”‘) 1 q . h - v I2 - k j h . a 12 
>, ak, j q . h . v 12 - k ( h . v 12 
where 
a c= min ’ + I ’ I” > 0 
(E)27 . 
Now, suppose qhv = 0. Then hv E N(g), so ghv = 0. Then ghv . zv = 0 
for all w, or hv . gaw = 0. But since pEv E lVL(g), qEv = gaw for some w. 
So E-lqEv . qEv = 0, or REV = 0, or hv = 0. The smoothness and bounded- 
ness of E(x) and the homogeneity of q(f) imply, as in Lemma 4.1, that there 
exists 6 > 0 such that 
I qhv I2 > b I hv 12, E E R, , x~R,u 00. 
Then if 
k, = uk,b 
the lemma is proved. 
Now use Girding’s inequality, [I, p. 941, which says that far every E > 0 
there exists a constant C(E) such that 
Re(-h 4 + E II v II2 >, -C(E) II 71 IIK, . 
Thus, with the left hand side being expression (4.3, 
ii il’ - k, II it Z --E II u II” - C(e) II v II?, - C, II 3 IlLI - C, II v tlLI Ii v ilo .
Now 
I II 3 IIL II v /lo I d ; II v II: + ; II v II”_, 
so 
Picking E = gk, we have then 
and the theorem is proved. 
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The method of elliptic augmentation used in [6] for first order operators 
amounts in this context to showing that 
The operators can be rearranged as in Theorem 4.1 and the problem reduced 
to showing that 
Wag + I t 12r EPE) = 0, e # 0. 
But this is so, since if gv = 0 and pEv = 0, then Ev = agw for some w, 
but 0 = gv . w = v * gaw = v * Ev = 0, so v = 0. Coerciveness is then 
obtained for all u such that PEu = 0 and therefore for all u such that 
Eu E NL(G). 
Note finally that the coerciveness inequality actually holds for u such that 
Eu E R(Q), which is a larger space than N’-(G), since we have 
LEMMA 4.4. N’-(G) CR(Q), N(G) 3 R(P) where R( ) means range of. 
Proof. Note that N(gag) = N(g) which implies g(x, 5) p(s) = 0. Thus 
GPu = 
s 
eiz.fg(x, ~)pp(~) 6(f) df = 0 
says that R(P) C N(G). Th e rest follows from complementation. 
Our second theorem treats a case which is of significance in the mathe- 
matical theory of scattering. There appear first order systems of differential 
operators which are self-adjoint with respect to the Hilbert spaces employed, 
see for example [4-6]. Here we will relax the conditions on E(x) and the 
coefficients A(x) of G sufficiently to cover the generality of those situations. 
In particular we feel it is sufficient to treat the case appearing in Theorem 4.2. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let E(x) be a continuously differentiable hermitian function 
of x satisfying cI(m * m) < (m * E(x)m) < c2(m * m) for any vector m and all x, 
let all derivatives of E be bounded uniformly and let G be giuen by 
G = E-l(x) c AjDi 
where Aj are constant symmetric matrices, and let x AjDi satisfy (d), then 
II u IIf d 4ll (24 II2 + II u II’> 
for Eu E NL(G). 
Note. The special form of G implies that N(G) = N(g) = N(C AiD,). 
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Proof. As observed previously what we need established is the inequality 
11 GE-lQEu jj2 - K j] E-IQEu 11; > -C jj u jj2 
for all zc. We will use a limiting process built on a sequence G, , E, that 
satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4.2. To this end define E, as follows: 
Let e(x) be a standard truncation function 
I 
1, 1x191 
e(x) = 0 < e(x) < 1 and Cm in between 
0, INI 22 
and take 
44 = 44n>, n = 1, 2, 3 )... . 
Define 
E,(x) = (1 - e,(4) 4 + 44 E@j 
where I is the identity matrix and c1 is the constant of the hypothesis. Further 
define 
Gn = E,‘(x) c A,D, = E,l(x) E(x)G. 
The proof proceeds in three steps: 
(0 II G,E;‘Q&P II -+ II GE-lQEu II 
(ii> II E;“Q&~ IL -+ II E-lQEu 111 
(iii) KI in (4.8) can be chosen independently of n. 
Part (i). Let u E COm n Yt; , then form E,(x) U(X) = u, . We have that u, 
goes pointwise to Eu and j u, / < c2 j u 1. Thus by the Lebesgue dominated 
convergence theorem U, -+ u in norm. This means that for such u, E, 
converges strongly to E. Since the family E,n and E are uniformly bounded 
we conclude that E, converges strongly to E in SO. Since the derivatives 
of E, and E are also uniformly bounded and those of En converge pointwise 
to those of E, a similar argument implies that E, converges strongly to E 
as operators from Zr to %r . 
Likewise Eil converges to E-l strongly in Zr and 94 as soon as we note 
that the eigenvalues of E;l are between c;l and cl’. See below for demonstra- 
tion. 
Now C A,D, is a bounded pseudo-differential operator from %r to *a, 
so G, = E;’ C AjDj is clearly a uniformly bounded family of pseudo- 
differential operators from sI to X0. Thus the product G,E;lQE,, is strongly 
continuous from tiI to HO and so 
II G$,‘QE,p II - II GE-lQEu Il. (9 
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Similarly 
II EilQ-Q Ill- II E-lQEU Ill (ii) 
follows from the properties outlined above. Part (iii) depends on the following 
useful but trivial 
LEMMA. The ezgenvalues &(x) of E,(x) satkfi 
Cl < Aj(X) < c2 fo7 all x and j. 
Proof. Let U(x) be a unitary matrix that diagonalizes the hermitian 
matrix E(x). Then we have 
U-l(x) E,(x) U(x) = (1 - e,(x)) U-lc,llJ + e,(x) U--r(x) E(x) U(x) 
= c,(l - eJx)1T+ en(x) 
But the eigenvalues pj of E(x) are between c, and c, so that the convex 
combinations ~~(1 - e,) + pje, are between c1 and ca also. Then the proof 
is complete. 
Now there exists, clearly, a constant K such that 1 Ajfj , the symbol of 
z AjDj , satisfies 
In fact by the note after Lemma 4.1, Fz can be taken as 
where A([) is the smallest in absolute value nonzero eigenvalue of x A& . 
Now the symbol g,(x, 6) of G, is E;l(x) 1 AJj , so we have 
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Now by the spectral mapping theorem the eigenvalues of Eis(xj are between 
1 /czz and l/cIz independently of 71 so that 
where kIc,2 is independent of 11. Then (iii) is proved. 
To finish the proof of the theorem now we need only pass to the limit in n 
with k, = k/cz2 getting 
11 GE-lQEu j/? - 5 11 E-lQEu 111” 3 -C I/ u /12. 
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